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I regret we are missing the email that started this string, but it was from Vivian and was 

already funny.  Ron had made one response already before the following began. 

 

 

Linda: 

Viv I thought it was interesting you should choose the term “double-

nugglinisses”, although I realize it was just a jest to include me personally in 

the reference (as I’m sure you know, surviving fossils confirm that it is a 

category applicable only to males of the Wooden Sidewalk Age).  And 

thank you Ron for your expert clarification as to etymology and word 

usage. 

 

However, Ruth and Viv and Margaret, I have long wondered if 

double-nuggliniss, however, might explain a good deal about the on-

going phenomenon.  Just the other day, I came across a reference to an 

ancient scroll discovered near Nag Kabbobi that reads: “In those days, 

[there] shall appear two who shall pretend to nansimness (or nansumness, 

as the D-1026 text fragment has it), being of the same blood.  Of them, it 

shall [be said], here indeed are Jacks of Non Trades and Masters of 

None.” 

 

Suggestive don’t you think? 

 

Love from, Linda 

 

 

Ron: 

 Thanks, Linda, for this bit of research. 
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 I think, however, that if you pursue the matter a little further, you will 

discover that a new transliteration of the word reveals that it is “two who 

shall pretend to NON-SOM-NISS!”  Them really are jacks of none and some. 

  

Whereas we, the true-bloods, inherit the family line of Nansimniss.  In 

the case of the Nuggil, of course, a recessive gene from somewhere (but 

not NON-where) has snarled the process, leading to a Nuggil state where 

one would normally expect a second Nansim.  But the point is: when you 

weally nare nansim, you don’t gots to pretend! 

 

 Simple, huh? 

 

 (Just a little edifying discourse to sweeten your day!) 

 

 

Ruth: 

 I guess as the oldest and wisest Watson female (therefore the most 

revered one), I must step down from my lofty perch in order to straighten 

out the nobvious confusion. 

 

 While touring the highlands of Scotland, we came across the region 

that our ancestors inhabited.  It turns out that our history can be traced 

back to a man by the name of “Nan” . . . he was reported to be rather 

feeble-minded, so for many years he was referred to as “Nan the Simple”.  

As time passed, this was changed to “Simple Nan”  . . . and then at some 

later date just shortened to “Nansim”. 

 

 Need I say more? 

 

 Fortunately, Linda and Viv . . . the characteristics of “Nan” are only 

passed down through the “Y” chromosome. 

 

 The term “Nuggil” has really no definition but was discovered to be 

a weak attempt by those who are “Nansim” to deflect unsavory 

attention. 

 

 So long for now, my loyal subjects. 
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 Ruth 

 

Ron: 

 I presume this well-known “Nan” was married to “Nis”, from which 

we get our word “Simple-nis”.  Simple pimples is great!  Simple 

principipples is greater! 

 

 Hail to the Quink! 

 

 From your loyal subject (dang it!) 

 

 

Doug: 

 Revered and Exalted One. 

 

 What exactly did I inherit from Dad? 

 

 Nansim 

 

 

Ron: 

 Nuffene. 

 

 

Doug: 

 Nif Ni didn’t ninnerit nuffene from Nan through Dad, then Ni nare 

nunmitigated, true, nuncompromised namsim, wit makes me simply 

namsim, to which nall can nattest! 

 

 

Ruth: 

 I, your royal Quink, will grant thee your wish sire and hereby dub 

thee “Nan the Simple”.  (drum roll, royal trumpets, cheers and applause) 

 

 

Ron: 

 Nan-the-Sim?? 
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Ni nare Nan-Sum . . . Nansim en nen sum! 

 

 Nan nain’t nexactly a relative, nanywyse.  It were nactuil a qwady 

what lived long nago . . . Nansee-the-Mousey, or Nansee-M . . . wit 

mistookenly got tooken for nansim conta cuz it soun like nit.  But the true, 

blue, shoo en moo of nansimniss got passed down to . . . (o, modisty 

prevents me . . . ) 

 

 Nan wouda been proud, nall the same! 

 

 

Doug: 

 Via the Y chromosome no doubt.  You gots some Nan but none 

nansim. 


